Reflection on Electoral Activity Creative Assignment.

I choose the issue of “Climate Change.” I selected this extreme matter because climate change is not just an American problem, it is the world’s primary concern. Climate change has affected all who reside in the ecosystem and human activity is the major contributor to climate change.

I designed a poster to help bring awareness about this issue. I posted it on Facebook on November 3rd, saying, “Earth activity is natural “Climate Change,” it is (Justice). Human activities unnatural Climate Change it is (in Justice). Stand up for Earth’s Climate Change (Justice).”

I posted on my page, Plastic Crisis Alliance Group, Climate Change, Plastic Pollution Action Group, Environmental Action Group, and Plastic Waste Problem. Some of the group’s title does mention plastic, but the groups focus on all—environmental awareness issues. The post from my page and various platform garnered a lot of support from the community.

I enjoyed doing this creative project. I felt like I was doing my part for the earth and all who reside in it by bringing awareness, using creative art along with a powerful global message.
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